
Women's hiking sweatshirt with zipper EVERETT-FlisCa W red

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity
XS 787135 8585055747879 3+
S 787136 8585055747886 3+
M 787137 8585055747893 3+
L 787138 8585055747909 3+
XL 787139 8585055747916 3+
XXL 787140 8585055747923 3 ks

Suggested retail price: 64.99 € s DPH

Description

Everett women's sweatshirt. The outdoor sweatshirt is decorated with the inscription Everett on the sleeve and on
the front. The trek jacket has a stand that protects the neck in dry weather. A chest pocket and two side pockets
hide all the little things. The plus point of the hiking sweatshirt is the thumbholes in the lower part of the sleeves. All
female hikers will definitely appreciate the slightly elongated rear side.

The trekking sweatshirt for ladies is made of a pleasant material that ensures comfort when wearing it. Mountain
sweatshirt for ladies is a guarantee of a wide range of movement. The bonus is the YKK zippers, which are known
for their durability. You can wear the women's hiking sweatshirt as a top layer or as a bottom layer under a
windbreaker. The red sweatshirt is a great choice for outdoor expeditions, hiking adventures, trekking and camping.

Product details:

nice material
excellent breathability
stand
thumbholes at the bottom of the sleeves
hem at the bottom of the sweatshirt
two side pockets with zipper
YKK zippers
inscription on the sleeve
slightly elongated back side
high level of movement
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Size chart:

Size XS WITH M L XL XXL
length of the back part in cm 63 64.5 66.5 67.5 69 69
1/2 chest in cm 41 44 47 50 53 56
1/2 belt in cm 37 40 43 46 49 52
1/2 bottom hem in cm 42 45 48 51 54 57
sleeve length in cm 62 63 65 67 68 68
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